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NMSU Confident of Victory
1

Year in and ear out Lobo foot- Lobos was 110-3 in .1917 when of the season. He sa1d h~ thought
b II f
b ~I
t more pleas- NMSU was Ne1V Mex1co A & !-'f· the players actually enJoyed the
a ans pro a Y ge
In 1948 UNM beat the Aggies hitting
ure out of having UNM beat New 61 •0,
The Lobos might as well enjoy
Mexico State than any team on
Last year NMSU downed the the hitting because the Aggies
the echedule.
Lobos 47-12 here. 1964 was the are the hea•1iest team the Lobos
And beating the AggiE:S is last year UNM won the tradition- have faced this season o'? def.ense.
something that New Mexico· has · al game, 18-14.
It is the season end1~gthgamf
·
h · ·
Lobo coach Bill Weeks said thll f. or both teams and o , o
d~ne regular!~ smce t e senes Wolfpack had its best practice of course, would like the win very
~r~t 'started. The Wolfpack has the year this week-the last week much.
won.33, NM~p has won 20, and
_.wm•rrr••--------~

L
0

there
ties.come to
Thishave
yearbaen
the four
Aggies
Albuquerque more confident of
victory than ever before. They expeet to reduce New Mexico's winning margin in one of the oldest
t~~~~tt~te .rival~ies in ~hej F?un-

s.·p 0 :. ·. RT s

~~o~~~r~~~:i~:t~~e~o~~!e~ili:

letes of New Mexico's two largest

!~~~o~~~h
~g~:~:ai~ ~~~ht like
The worst State ever beat the

UNM-NMSU

ONE SET of Case Rule Lawbooks. Published 1915-1940. There are eight sup.
plimentals, two indices and 27 law
volumes. $46.00 or best offer. May be
seen at 2.700 Solano NE. 11/16-20,
'
1964 MGB Convertible. New radio, heater.
Two tops, good tires. Excellent condi- ·
tion. Reasonable price. Phone 255·0563.
STUDENTS Jookillg for a car from $100.
to $2000. any make. For the lowest
prices In to'vn call Lanny Ccrter, 298·
1934 after 3 :30 p,m,
1965 DKW convertible with new windshield,
points, and spark plugs. 26 to 30 mi.
per gaL $800. Call after S p.m. 256-1997.
11/10-16.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
TypeWriter Service, 2217 Ccal SE, Phone
248-0588.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
DELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don"t have themJ then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list. MA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Girt Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
LOST
MEN'S LONGINE five etar admiral wrist
watch with gold flex band. Lost in
men's lounge in Admin. Bldg, Reward,
If found '!llease call Mr. Campos 2423:102 or 542-3033 ext. 25.
BROWN reading glasses lost on . library
lawn. neward. 247-9638. 11/15-20.
FOR RENT
APARTMENT, 1-bedroom, furnished. Fire•
place, garage ; close to UNl\1. $86 '!ler
month without ntiliti"" or $100 x•er
:month with utilities. Phone 265·8932.
11/10-16.

Golfers Will Play
In Arizona Invite

I I

10·30% Discount on
Ski Clothing and Equipment
Phone 296·4355
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Follow Your Conscieri Ce,
1

By YVONNE LOPEZ ·
Follow your own conscience
and do what you think is right,
advtised California's controvlersial Episcopalian Bishop James
A. Pike in a speech in the Concert Hall last night.
Speaking to a full house, Bis-

1

.c. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy
3100 Central Avl!. at Richmond

C. Woad row Wilson (Owner)

Men's & Ladies' Toiletries
Weekdays 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Open most Holidays
Dial 255-5581

Free Delivery

One of Albuquerque's Oldest Reliable Rx Departments

FAST and DELICIOUS! I
JUST 5 MIN. FROM \...AIIYir~,.,
DER CHILl DOG
DER MUSTARD DOG
DER KRAUT DOG

18c
DER POLISH DOG
SOc

Bishop James A. Pike speaks to guests at the Internatiom.l Center
reception· following his Concert Hall lecture last night. Students,
tOwnspeople, and clergymen talked to the Episcopalian churchman
about his views on morality, Viet Nam, modern theology, and the
church today. His speech in the Concert Hall left the capacity audience
thoughtful and stimulated. Pike's appearance was sponsored by the
UNM Associated Students Lecture Series.

DRINKS
10 AND 20c

FRIDAY & SAT. TILL 2:00 AM

'sul<l.-12:00 MIDNIGHT

EAST CENTRAL AT SIERRA

, 1Dtt Witntt!)tbnit?tl
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Dr. Hassan Saab, professor of Palestine and established the
political science at the Lebanese Jewish state of Israel.
University, spoke Tuesday eve• .
"Then the Arab-Israel conflict
ning to the Albuquerque Commit- broke out and Israeli Arabs left
tee on Foreign Relations on "The that area, creating refugee camps
Arab-Israel Conflict."
in numerous Arab countries,"
. In 1917, Saab said, five per cent said Saab of the conflict directly
of the people in Palestine were after Israel was established.
Jews. English Earl Arthur BalIsrael has been asked continualfour pledged to support the estab- ly for "repartation or resettlelishment of a Zionist movement ment with compensation of Palesin the country.
tinian Arabs," said Saab. Israel
The Zionist movement became has refused. "This problem, if
a push f.or the establishment of a solved, would eliminate much of
separate state rather than merely the conflict between Arab states
settling Jews in Israel after and Israel."
World War II. The state would
In the latest conflict, Egypt dehave included both Arabs and manded the withdrawal of UN
Jews. At that time one-third of · troops. "U Thant withdrew the
the people in Palestine were UN troops, as was correct accord·
Jews.
ing to his frame of reference" in
After the war, said Saab, Pres- previous UN resolutions, said
ident Harry Truman gave his Saab.
support to a separate Jewish
"Today Israel refuses to negostate. The United Nations resolu- tiate through the United States
tion of 1947 adopted partition of over the settlement of the disputes, and this is not the way for
any state to come to a final settlement with their neighbors," said
the Beirut-born professor.
"A UN resolution is the practical and reasonable way to work
killing civilians over there.' Gov- out a final settlement," said Saab.
ernment information didn't say
Saab believes that these are the
we weren't bombing houses or requirements for settlement in
killing civilians, but it gave that the Middle East:
impression," he said.
1. Withdrawal of Israeli troops
Salisbury asserted that govern- from occupied territory. "Today
ment reports were deliberately Israel occupies five times the terslanted to reduce public opposi- ritory she was assigned in 1947,"
said Saab.
tion to the conduct of the war.
2. Israel should recognize the ·
"This spin was put on the reports so people would say, 'Yes, · right of the refugees to repartait's a terrible war, but we're not tion or resettlement with compenkilling anyone out there, so Jet's sation.
3. A better understanding
go on','' he said.
"I reported that we killed civil- should be established by the United States of the Zionist move( Continued on page 2)
ment. Saab said it is not a peaceful movement to the Arabs. "The
language of force" is the philosophy of many Jewish leaders, said
Saab.
He said Americans should decide what kind of Israeli state is
wanted, a peaceful state or an expansionist state.

Tell. Truth, Says NewsfJ1Cin
By CHUCK NOLAND
government tells them.
"The confidence of the people in
Note: Lobo Editor Chuck No•
land is in Minneapolis at the na- general is shaken by the governtional convention of Sigma. Delta ment's information policy on the
Chi, national journalism society war in VietNam," Salisbury said.
composed of professional news- "This policy slops over into inpapermen and student journalism formation from other governmentmajors. Harrison E. Salisbury, tl\e al sources."
As an example of the confuassistant managing editor of the
New York Times, addressed the sion of the people by this policy,
group yesterday. Harrison began the prize-winning foreign correshis career in journalism by being pondent cited the effects of disfired as editor of the Minnesota patches he filed from North Viet
Nam last winter.
Daily.
"People read my dispatches and
MINNEAPOLIS: The United said to themselves, 'My God, we're
States government must abandon
its "public relations" philosophy
of public information and tell the
people the truth if it wants to
close the credibility gap, Harrison
E Salisbury said here Thursday.
"The government must realize
that the only thing that matters
is to tell the people the truth,"
Salisbury told delegates to the national convention of Sigma Delta
Chi, professional journalistic so·
By SARAH LAIDLAW
ciety. "When things are bad, let's
"Life is Full of Rude Awakensay they're bad," said Salisbury. ings," proclaims a Snoopy sign
"It's not the function of the hanging above the file cabinets in
government to make everything the UNM police department oflook rosy; it's the function of fices.
the government to tell the people
These files cabinets and several
exactly what's happening,'' he more are full parking ticket copsaid.
ies, unpaid tickets, names of unSalisbury asserted that the known recipients of parking tickphilosophy of government infor• ets, and records of the money re·
mation agencies in giving the ceived for parking tickets.
people stories "that will make
To many students, getting a
their bosses look good," rather parking ticket is a rude awakenthan teiJing them the whole truth, ing, and that's why another file
is at the heart of the credibility- cabinet could be filled with tapes
gap problem.
of sob stories heard every day by
""The people can be fooled just the police.
"I hadda tal<e my roommate to
so many times. Then they turn
the
health center, and that's why
away," Salisbury said. "If peo•
I
was
parked in a. no parking
ple lose faith in the government
for not giving them the truth and zone!" "There wasn't any- other
in the media for reporting what place to park!" "Look, I'm sorry
the government says, they- might I parked in the visitors' parking
turn to someone who comes along lot, and I don't have the money to
and says, 'I have the truth'," he pay for the ticket • • ." They go
on and on and on.
said.
.
Another student had an out-ofSalisbury said it is basic to human nnture to want to believe in state license plate as well as a
something, and thnt the people New Mexico plate. He switched
cannot now believe what their plates and continually parked in

By U. Pollee

Ticketed U NM Students
Receive 'Rude Awakening'

The family said "Better call Dad.
Old Mother MacBeth has it bad.
.
She's wringing her mitts
Crying 'Out! Out of Schlitz!'
No wonder the old girl is mad."

hop Pil!;e reflected on the Viet
Nam war issue and said that if
one thinl!;s it is right to go to
wal' he should fight, but if he is
against it he should refuse to go.
There is nothing sent from the
heavens to make a young person
fight, h~ said .

Arab-Israeli Conflict
Discussed by Dr. Saab

Sundays 9 a.m. to I p.m. & 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Taos Ski Valley
Salary Plus Tips
Room and Boar~
Free Ski Lessons
Free Lift Ticket
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UNM is one of ten golf teams
in the western states invited to
compete in the first Conquistadores
Invitational
Collegiate
tournament Dec. 28-30.
The Christmas affair is sponsored by the Conquistadores Club
of Tucson with the help of the
University of Arizona.
Other teams invited include
Arizona State, Brigham Young,
Houston, Los Angeles State, New
Mexico State, Texas Tech, the
University of Texas-El Paso,
and Colorado.
The addition of the winter
tournament makes the Western
Athletic Conference unusual in
that it holds two :tali and winter
golf tournaments within its boundaries.
Houston, the perennial NCAA
champion, has the most impressive credentials of the teams invited. BYU has the most impressive record of beating the Texans-twice last season. And New
Mexico is the team everyone
thinl>s may break loose any time.

Waitresses wanted for ski season
Must be_ very attractive and personable

v, 7 ( ..,....~S
Gr·3

Our Sevenfy-Firsf Year of Editorial Freedom

• t

Bob Richards two-time Olym- making appearances at such
·
pic
pole-vault champion and mot•e places at the Veterans' hospi~al,
Basketball Race
recently of Wheaties fame, wilJ the state prison, area h1gh
"Not many conferences can
be in Albuquerque Dec. 2 to schools, churches, a la:ge-s.cale
truthfully say that every one of
speak at a fund-raising dinner for dinner, and pet·haps takmg m a
its members has a legit!~ate
chance" to win the (basketball) a Fellowship of Christian Ath- Lobo basketball game.
letes "Weekend with Champions"
The 16 will come from the ranks
championship, but the Western
Feb. 24-26',
of coaches, players, and other
Athletic Conference can.''-Frank
The February weekend will fea- athletic-connected per~onn~I. It
Haraway, Denver Post, writing
ture 16 of the world's top athletes will probably be some~1me m Dein Basketball Yearbook.
who will concentrate their ap- cember when the men making the
pearances on the Albuquerque appearance will be announced.
area.
The Dec. 2 dinner will be at the liiiiiiiUDIIIIRIIRimlliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiRIIUIIUIIIIIIIIIIIruiDIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIUIIHI
First Presbyterian Church in Albuquerque. Tickets are $10 and
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Une ad., 8~¢--.4 times, $2.00. Insertions
are available from all FCA memmust be submitted by noon on day before
FIRST MEETING: 1894,
bers
thru Nov. 27.
,.
pubUeatlon to Room 169, Student Publica·
New
Mexico won, 18-6
t!ono BuUdln&', or telephone 27'1-4002 or
Local FCA president Tom
:!U-4102.
SERIES
RESULTS: UNM
Diehm says at present he does
leads
in
aU-time
series 33-20-4
WANTED TO BUY
not know who the 16 athletes will
E Flat Alto Sax with good case. For a
THIS YEAR, WON-LOST:
be. Two who have accepted the
12 yr. old. Francis C. Koopman, phone
invitations are Paul Anderson,
New Mexico State-6-2-1; U. of
299-4697. 11/10·16. '
the world's strongest man, and
New Mexico-l-B.
FOR SALE
former
New York Yankee star
LAST WEEK: New Mexico
COMPLETE drum set. Very good condi·
second baseman Bobby Richardtion. 2.77-4196, ask for Charles.
State recorded one of the
son.
1961 VOLVO-new tirO!!, sl!'ncromesh to
country's biggest wins of 1967
first. Bod's not too hot but great perThe athletes for the FCA week·
by beating Northern Arizona
sonality and runs weU. $560, Call 299·
end wiJJ spend most of their time
9161. Great for okilng,
University 90-0.
10GB FORD V•S• .ht;tom:;tlo tr:m::m!osit'll,
U. of New 1\texico dropped a
power steering & brakes. Good condi· ·
42-6 decision to highly-ranked
tion. $896.00. Call after 6 p.m. 242-6660.
Conquistadores
11/1, 2, 3, 6.
Wyoming Cowboys.

WANT ADS

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

1

B
ED.ITOR
0 N00 LEY REIN HEAR DT
Weekend· of· Stars to Be N.ov. 24-26,·
Olympic Champion Richards to Speak

. Last weekend the Aggies, 6-2-1,
beat Northern Arizona University 90-0 without Coach Warren

NEW MExlb·o f!L0 BO
1

'3 '7'6. '7? 7
0, _ 3QW

His own views on the VietNam
war have changed progressively
from that of a "mild hawk to an
owl, to a dove, and to a ferocious
dove," he said.
;>~~,>
He discussed different approaches to ethics, beginning with
consensus ethics, which he called
a "way-out view" that "what is
going on in the given culture at
the given time is right."
Bishop Pike also discussed another form of ethics which he
called anti-nomianism. The basis
for this approach, he said, is "I
do what I do." Antinomianism implies that faith alone, not obedience to moral codes, insures salvation.
He then referred to code ethics
-·the permanent structure o~ traditional morality-and said that
code ethics provide a convenient
way to ignore moral obligations.
In the end, he said, these ethics
could be amoral.
The traditional church view of
sex has been "very, very sick and
wrong," Bishop Pike said.
"Sex is sacramentally good and
expresses that which is the tili
that nourishes peace," he said.
Bishop Pike's sense of humor
was evident throughout the
speech. He began by finding seats
'for members of ' the:, audience
standing in the back. He told
people to remove their coats from
empty seats beeause "people are
more valuable than coats."
Doing what you think is right
has obvious limitations, Bishop
Pike said. He sees "the wrong
colors" for traffic lights, because
to him red is an action color and
should "mean go, but, green is
tranquil and. : suggests rest orshop.
,
"I hope I don't confuse anyone's
driving," he said.

***
Audience Pleased
With Bishop Pike
1-Center Meet

By BOB STOREY
The man who has been accused of trying to interpret Christianity in the twentieth century
met a generally favorable reaction at a ·reception last night at
the UNM International Center.
Bishop James A. Pike, controversial California Episcopalianyr
tries to get across the idea of
"people" to everyone he talks
with. One woman asked him if
he thought women should be allowed to serve at the altar and
to wear vestments and he said,
(Continued on page 2)

Special Service Sunday

visitors' Jots. A canny patrolman
hung around after noticing the
same car in the lot day after day,
and handed the car's owner, $60
worth of tickets.
Another common complaint
heard it, "But why'd I get the
The Reverend Harry DeArman
ticket?" There are several rea- Johns
will be installed as Universons. Improper display of a park- sity Pastor
:for the United ·Caming sticker, lack of a parking- pus Christian
Fellowship at UNM
sticker, parking in a no-parking . in a. special worship
service Sunarea or in the wrong lot will all day. The service will be held at
result in a $5- to $7-parking tick- University Chapel at 3 p.m.
et.
Rev. Johns has served as UniBut-the police issue parking versity Pastor at the University
stickers without charge to all of Illinois and the University of
students.
Idaho; instructor in religion at the
A patrolman also said that stu- Idaho Institute of Christian Edudents sometimes park where they cation, and th!! pastor of several
are not supposed to and put an churches. He is also on the Board
old ticket on the windshield. of Directol's of the ,Presbyterian"What they don't know," said Counseling Service.
the patrolman, "is that every
Rev. Johns specializes in thepatrolman has a different way of ology, fine arts, and counseling,
attaching tickets every week. and contemporary theology.
You can spot them that way."
· Dr. Harold Lavender, Vice
''! don't see how some of these President for Student Affairs,
kids ·think they can get away- and Rev. Father Stephen Shimek,
with some of the tricks they OP, Chaplain of the Aquinas
pull," e~t;vs q policeman. "We al- Newman Center will take part in
the installation service.
ways get them."

UCCF to Install
Johns as Pastor

U. Asks Payment
For Land on 1-25
The Regents of UNM have filed
a suit in district court asking the
state Highway Department to
condemn and declare the saleable
value of 70 acres of University~"'''
owned land on which an inter~
state highway is located.
The University contends it was
not paid a fair market value for
the property when it agreed to
turn the land over to the state
for construction of lnterstate-25
in 1962;
The land is located in north and
southrunning strips between Gib·
son SE and Barcelona Road along
Interstate-25.
"When the land was given up
in 19G2.·the University agreed to
give up the land for which the
state would pay a fair price when
the value of the land was de(Continued on page 2)
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· Students at Miles College Want·· More Power
dents attempted to literally close Student Government president
down the school last week. Stu- Clarence Wrencher, have received
dents staged sit-ins in front of summons to appear before the
the major buildings on campus Disciplinary Committee. They
and blocked trucks and cars from fear that they may face expulsion,
disciplinary probation, or suspenentering the campus.
Although the demonstration · sion.
lasted only one day, student lead- _ In addition, several athletes
ers thing it was "totally success- who participated in the demonful." Ronald Jackson, student stl·atitm were told that they may
government vice president, said lose their scholarships.
I:f any of the protestors are
there is "a new feeling o£ communication on campus" and there punished, the student reaction is
are new indication~> that some of expected to be severe, especially
the student demands may be ac- in light of the behavior of some
faculty members during the demcepted by the administration,
Nevertheless, the demonstration onstration, Jackson said the stumay still backfire for the stu- dents. were "completely non-viodents. About 40 leaders of the lent," but that "two or three facprotest, including Jackson · and ulty members went home and got
guns and came back to intimidate
the demonstrators." The weapons
Regents File Suif.
were not fired.
Jackson said, "All we want is
student power, a voice in academic and administrative policies
(Continued from page :1.)
which affect students." Specifically, the students are demanding
"They're people, aren't
the
abolishment of the DisciplinWhy shouldn't a woman pnest
(Continued
from
page
1)
ary
Committee to be replaced by
in vestments be allowed to bapan
all-student
court; a teacher
tize her own baby?"
clared," said William A. Sloan,
evaluation program; representaBishop Pike summed up his UNM's legal counsel.
tion on major administrative
philosophy this way: "A person
There has been considerable committees;
and
curriculum
should do something not because disag1•eement over how much the
changes
in
the
social
science
deit's right and he will go to heaven land cost, Sloan said. The state
partment,
including
more
Negro
or because it's wrong and he'll go feels the property is not worth
to hell, but because what he does as much as the University is ask- history courses and a course in
African culture.
is not isolated and always in- ing because it is land-locked.
Students also are upset by othvolved with people."
The
land
is
bounded
on
all
sides
er
things. "They charge us $2.50
•;!· Most people who app1·oached
by
private
property
and
has
no
for
a medical fee, and you can't
'him were immediately impressed
access,
Sloan
said.
The
university
even
get an aspirin on campus,"
with his jovial personality and is basing its 'price of about
$4000 one student said. Another student
straightforwardness. A Christian an acre on the comparable land
leader said the official campus
cross with the international peace
sales
in
the
area.
newspaper has not published an
symbol on the bottom hung conedition
in two years because the
The
regents
are
asking
for
a
spicuously around his neck. People leaving his speech in the Con- total of $449,680 plus interest administration has not provided
cert Hall said little . and many earned since May 1, 1962.
The state has paid a total of
wore looks of deep reflection.
$133,496
for the land since 1962.
Guests at the International CenIn the suit the Regents charged
ter were generally receptive to
(Continued from page 1)
Pike's ideas. One woman said, "that the highway Commission
"At first I was antagonistic, but has failed in the more than five ians-not that. we intentionally
I am leaving very impressed and years since the date of taking the tried to bomb houses or kill civilwith many questions to answer land to pay just compensation to ians, but that killing civilians was
the plaintiff for the damage re- a by-product of our bombing
for myself."
Most representatives of the sulting from taking an eminent military targets," Salisbury said.
clergy who talked with Bishop domain action, for which reason
He said the shock wave of reacPike last night did not challenge the plaintiff is compe~led to file : tion
to his dispatches widened the
··
his views but asked for clarifica- the complaint.''
credibility
gap and lessened the
Sloan
said
the
University
filed
. !tion of some of his ideas.
public's
confidence
in government
~
UNM student government lead- a reverse condemnation suit on
information
nnd
in
the press for
ers were very pleased with the the land becauae, .:uitttc.ry to most
iaccepting
information
and re~
effect of Pike's speech on his cases of eminent domain, the state
porting
it
without
investigating
audience, despite some difficulty never condemned the land or deits validity.
clared the salable value.
in getting him to come.
"We (the press) need to go
back to the basics of not being
satisfied with any statement that
anyone makes but of challenging
the premises and finding out for
ourselves whether it· .is true,"
Salisbury said.
He asserted thBt the credibility
gap can be closed only by a change
in philosophy and rigorous enforcement of a policy of telling
the truth from the top levels of
government down through the
echelons.
"What we have to realize is
DIVISION OF" ·REATA RANCHES, INC,
that life isn't rosy, either at home
•.
or abroad. There's no point in
Special Rates to
kidding ourselves," Salisbury
Campus Organizations
said.
UNM Students with ID Cards Will Receive 25% Discount on
He said that if. the government
will not change its policy it is the
Horseback Riding Fridays.
. responsibility of the press to
299-7078
Four Hills Ranch Road SE
"blow the whistle" on the government's information tactics.
"If we can't face up to the truth
ourselves, how can we expect
anyone else to face up to it?" he
asked. "The truth is a powerful
weapon. It can ennoble the peo•
pie and ennoble us if we dedicate
ourselves to it."
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (CPS)Students at Miles College have
been talking with administrators
for three years about obtaining
more power and responsibility in
the decisions which, affect their
ed\Jcation, and they are tired of
waiting.
·'
·
The Student Government Association has decided that students
at this predominately Negro institution should quit talking and
turn to "mo1·e militant action" if
the administration does not act
soon to give students a ~:;ignificant
amount of influence .in running
the school.
Just to show that they mean
"'·business this time, about 600 stu-

Favorable Reception
Given to Bishop Pike U. Asks dPayment
th~y? for Lan on 1-25

the money. Another campus newspaper has published only two editions in the last two years.
Before the demonstration, the
administration had made no concessions to the students, Jackson
said. "There's a credibility gap
on our campus. It comes down to
the difference between talk !\nd
action. We were demanding the
same things three years ago, and
no action bas been taken."
The student leaders are not
sure what they will do next if
their demands continue to be ignored. They are waiting to see if
the Displinary Committee takes

an,Y ac~ion against them. ~ut ~~e
thmg JS, S?re, ~ackson a~td. If
the admm1stra~10n ?oesn t come
around, we will thmk. of some
new methods to ameliorate the
conditions of students on our campus.''

=------~------

Newman Club Has
New Moderator
Dr. William J. Hyatt, associate
professor of electrical engineering, is the new moderator for the
Newman Club at UNM.
Dr. Byatt replaces Dr. Jos.eph
Zavadil, who is on sabbatical
leave for this year. Dr. Zavadil,
was named the nation's outstanding faculty advisor of a Newman
Center for this year.

FRIENDSHIP
INNS
OP' AM.ftiCA

All Major
Credit Cards
Accepted

1001
~entral

N.E..
Close to the University, Downtown
and the Airport.
Where U.S. (16 and 1·2~ meet.

Looking for a place
to take your date after
the game . . .

NEW MEXICO LOBO

':Chemist to Speak
On Nucleic Acids

Teacher Corps Funds Cut listen to KUNM ·
WASHINGTON (CPS) -The
Teacher Corps ha~:; received such
a 13evere financial blow that it
may not be able to recruit a new
group of interns for the summer
and .fall of 1968.
The blow came this week when
Congress passed and sent to President Johnson the appropriations
bill for the Departments of Labor
and Health, Education, and Welfare. The bill included only $13.5
million for the Teachers Corps,
far Jess than the $33 million requeested by President Johnson
and Teacher Corps officials.
"This is certainly not expansion money. It isn't even holdeven money," a Teacher Corps
official said.
The source said the bill will
not finance the Corps past next
June 30. "There will be no money
for us to go beyond the 1900
Corpflmen we now have, and we
will lose 900 of those at the end
of this school year.''
The Teacher Corps, which
sends college students working
on their master's degree to teach
in slum area schools, is just one
of many Federal agencies which
have suffered because of pressures on Congress to reduce
Departments of Labor and
Health, Education, and Welfare.
The bill contains $12.56 billion
for HEW, an. amount $141.2 million below the Administration's

Dr. Fred Sanger, winner of the
Nobel prize in chemistry in 1958
will visit the UNM: School of
Medicine this·weekend.
He will lecture on the structure Qf nucleic acids at 4 p,m,
Monday in the second-floor lecture hall at the basic medical
sciences building$, 915 Stanford
Drive NE. The lecture is open to
the public.
Dr. Sanger is a member of the
medical research council at Cam. bridge, England. He received his
education at Cambridge University, and is a member of King's
College.
The Nobel prize was awarded to
him for determining the structure of insulin.
Dr. Leslie Smith, a research
.associate in the bio-chemistry
department of the UNM School
of Medicine, was a co-worker of
Dr. Sanger, and a junior associate during most of the development on his Nobel work.
Working with Dr. Sanger in
1961 and 1962 was Dr. R. B.
Loftfield, chairman of bio-chemistry.
Dr. Loftfield said that the
school and especially. the students
here are fortunate in being able
to hear a man of Dr. Sanger's
caliber.

Want a· Newer
Model?
Trade up or down at

BLACKJACK'S
CENTRAL PAWN
200 Central S.E.

HIGHLY DTEBESTING!
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COLLEGE HALL
Sport Jackets
of handwoven Harris Tweed

LOVERS OF GENTLE CONSORTS,,
W\.~~s

Special handwoven Harris TweC'd from the Outer
Hebrides- as rugged and distin~,th·e as the misty
isle on which it's ·woven. Colleg-e Halt tailor::; this
outstanding fabl'ic of distint'tive gl<:n l·1tdc1 and
many other varied j_)atterns ;11 a traditional sport
coat in a plethora of eolol'l'.
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$45.00 to $60.00
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Hamburgers . . . . . . • • 15c·
Hot Dogs • • • • • • • • . 25c
Melted Cheese Sandwich . 20c
Cokes ... IOc & 15c

AvJiiable at 110ur colfese boohitore
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(The liHie shop in the middle of the block)
Our Lo~ations: 319 Fifth SW and 2216 Central SE

Taos Ski Valley~;
\

Waitresses wanted for ski season; .
Must be very attractive and personable

Salary Plus Tips
and Board
Free Ski Lessons
Free Lift Ticket .

listen to KUNM

10-30% Discount on
Ski Clothing and Equipment
Phone 296-4355

90.1 Mcs.
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Across from Campus
1916 Central . __::,~:::=;;;;

than the county detention home.
Edward P. Castillo, principal of
the school, said there are presently 46 boys on the roll. Esperanza's operating capacity is 60
students from elementary, junior
high, and high schools in the city.
"We are very grateful to Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity. It will
be good for the boys from Esperanza to come in contact with university students who have a different philosophy on life than
they do," Castillo said.
Lee Pittard, public relations
chairman in charge of the party,
said the event was being held "to
encourage UNM fraternities and
sororities to take an interest in
the under-privileged youth of Albuquerque."
Pittard is working 'vith SAE
President Joe Moore on arrangements for the party.

&~~-~~o-~~~n,'J' ~o.,r~dmosr\-m.a.~,

poems ano sonqs o~ m100le eaRth
for his first venture into the recording world Professor
iolkien ha's tho sen to read from the delightful poems
of Tom Bombadll. On the reverse side William El~ln
sings the sones from The Road Goes Ever On woth
Donald Swann at the piano. This record is a must.
Caedmon Record lTC 1231
$5.H

a:n.\\.
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. Arid what an eyeful he is! A physique a~
· •· · well-built and manner as smooth as hiS
•.· •.· · ... permanently pressed •.. VANOPRESS
.. .•.•. . shirt. A swingy style that matches the
.
( "417" authentic .tailoring of his button.·.••·· · down t:ollar and V-Tapered fit, Switched·on
·• stripes or colorful sol ids in dress or sport,
Van Heusen has them all. Willi keep him
You'd better believe it!

))50
un ''bur following with Passport 360,
.theiJ1fJUt~lltialline of men'$. :; toiletries
by Van Heusen..
:':.. .
:' '

...

N.M.

From 6-10 PM Mon.-Fri.
at

Rightminded Brothers, Devoted Sisters,
FOND GB!NDP!PAS,

.

$3.95

READ BY J.R.R. TOLKIEN

Thirty-five boys from the Esperanza School in Albuquerque
will be the guests of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity at a special
pre-Thanksgiving party at the
SAE house on Tuesday, Nov. 21.
The boys, ranging in age from
10 to 1'l, will be treated with refreshments, gifts, and recreation
by SAE members and the Little
Sisters of Minerva.
Esperanza School, located at
700 University SE, is a specialcare institution for boys from
umler-privileged families in Albuquerque's South Valley area.
The school is in its fifth year
of operation and is part of the
Albuquerque Public Schools System. Esperanza, Spanish for
''hope,'' is one of Albuquerque's
only sources for the rehabilitation of juvenile delinquents other

1

the ROaO

Now the songs 111 Frodo, Bilbo, Sam Tteebeard and
Tom Bombadil can be sung or played by aU. Donald
Swann, of flanders and Swann, has, with the asllst· ·
ance and encouragement of Ptofessor Tolkien, set
seven songs ftom The Lotd of The Rings to music.
Each song may be sung individually or taken together
as a group to form a song c~cle. The arrange~oots
are for piano or voice and guotar symbols are goven.

~-erv~

SAEs Plan Special Part:y
For 36 Albuquerque Boys

RIDING

,.

90.1 Mcs.

request, but $249.3 million above which Congress passed for the
the HEW approp1·iation for fis- for the new fiscal year, and a decal 1967. For the U.S. Office of crease of $9.1 million from 1967
Education, the bill appropriates approp1·iations.
$3.88 billion, a decrease of $63,6
C o n g r e s s again allowed no
million from the budget request funds to support the Internationspending. Congress extended the al Education Act. Authorized in
controversial Corps fo11 three 1965, the program has never
years this past summer, but now · been funded. It would provide
has not supplied it with the funds grants for graduate programs in
to meet the needs of urban and . International studies and 1·esearch
rural slums.
and improvements in under~grad
Even though the Corps can be uate curricula in international afsaved by a supplemental appro- fairs. The Act also provides for
priation next year, much of the the establishment of the Nationdamage to the program already al Advisory Committee on Interhas been done, Colleges and uni- national Studies. President Johnversities will be unable to plan son had requested $36.5 million
their t1•aining programs, and lo- for the program.
cal school s:,vstems will not be
able to count on a supply of
corpsmen for their schools. Most
Flying Home for the Holidays?
local school systems begin hiring
teachers around the first of the
Going Skiing? Taos? Red River?
year for the next school year.
For Reservations-Information-Tickets
In addition, the shortage of
Your Travel Number is
funds probably will keep potential corpsmen from applying,
265-7611
The $13.5 million for the Corps
was recommended by a SenateHouse conference committee. The
Senate originally had voted to
~-l'RA'VEL SERVICEiifl
give the program $18.1 million,
but the House had voted no funds
Albuquerque,
1516 Scon Pedro NE
for the Corps. The compromise
was accepted by both Houses
with little dispute.
The Corps' appropriation is included in the $13.25 billion bill

From Special-Care School

Salisbury Speech

Hay Rides
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,European Countries Adding NEW
To Growing Isolation of U.S.
By DAVID SALTZMAN
Collegiate Press Service ..
PA.RIS-Being sni.Jl\, compact,
and relatively stupid', Europe has
always trusted international opin'ion to be strong enough t\1 ·Chlln~e
any country's unpopular policy.
So Europeans are now a little
confused when they: sE)e~ almcis.t
the entire world protesting Amqr-·
ican involvement in Viet Nam,
and the war widening anyway,
•rwo recent speeche1 accented
$nis growing isolation of the U.S.
from the world's good graces.
The first was made in the United
Nations by Sarda1• Swaran Singh,
the Indian Defense Minister. The
second w11s in Paris, made by
Pierre Mendes-France, the former chairman o:f the French Assembly.
It certainly wasn't the first
speech in the U.N. demanding an
unconditional end to the bombing
of North Viet Nam. But it's significant, in that Singh adds his
protest to those of a number of
other countries considered friends,
if not allies of the United States.
Holland, Denmark, Norway, and
France-all NATO membershave bitterly attacked Johnson's
Viet Nam policy. Canada, Indo!' nesia, Sweden, p.nd Ethiopia have
taken similar positions: that the
U.S. must take the first step
toward peace.
Mr. Mendes-France said much
the same thing, but his tone was
much sharper than Mr. Singh's.
He called the bombing "absolutely
unjustifiable," and gave homage
to "the proud people of (North)
Viet Nam.''
Mendes-Franee's unequivocal
langUage will no doubt be received
with a heavy heart in Washington, where the State Department
types predict an "apres-Gaullisme" controlled by the Federation of the Left, whom Mendes-

France represent~.
At this writing, there are only
three countries left in Western
Europe who haven't formally protested the U.S. conduct of1 ~the
war: Ireland, whose Foreign Minister Mr. Frank Aiken has alway$
acquiesced to anything the U.S.
did;.· Moro's Italy, for whom
NATO is "a way of life"; and finallY Gre11t Britain.
_
Of these three "silences,"
Washington is undoubtedly happiest about Britain's. But last
week, the Labor Party began to
lean on the Wilson government to
"dissociate itself completely"
from America's war. The same
day, National Opinion Polls of
Britain said that the Wilson government's popularity was at its
lowest since the last general election in March, 1966. NOP said
that if there were an election tomorrow, the Wilson regime would
get whipped.
Maybe Wilson will continue his
support. He ignored last year's
Labor call to "bring all pressures
to bear on the U.S.A. to end the
war.'' But significantly, this week,
Foreign Sec:cetary George Brown
said the British government "detests what is happening in Viet
Nam.'' He added, no doubt for
Washington's benefit, that he
didn't feel Hanoi had indicated
that it would respond to a bombing halt.
Despite his stolid silence now,
it is obvious that if Wilson is going to lose the election on the
Viet Nam issue-an issue that
doesn't even belong to him-he
will change his stand.
As for Hanoi, it seems clear
that they won't "indicate" anything until the American elections are over in November, 1968.
If they agree to negotiate before
that election, and talks begin,
President Johnson is sure to win
by running on a "don't-switch-ne-

, Jr

&Que Pasa?
By GREG MacALEESE
With Thanksgiving less than
two weeks away, I went to the
local supermarket today to buy
a turkey.
Whe I got there, however, l
noticed that the entrance to the
store was blocked by some pacifists. Confused about what was
going on, I approached one of
them and asked him why he was
there.
"We are protesting the needless killing of hundreds of innocent turkeys throughout the coun"' try,'1 he said.
"Oh, really?"
"Yes. Each year all these innocent turkeys are killed at Thanks'"giving, And why? Simply because the Puritans did it some
300 years ago. Don't you see-the
nation's leaders in Washington
are brain-washing the country
into believing that killing turkeys is part of our cultural past.
But we can see through this blatant excuse for violence. We know
that the people in Washington
are using an imperialistic policy
toward turkeys!'

* * *

"Oh, really 2"
"Yes. Do you know that 40 per
cent of the money spent on turkeys goes to big business? And
' that four per cent goes to the
state goV'ernment, which you and
I both know is only a rubberstamp . regime, blindly following
eV'ery wish of the national gov•
ernment? I just don't want my
money going into such places,"
he said.
"Oh, really 1"
"Yes. lt's plainly a case of government exploitation of the
masses. EMh year they buy these
poor turkeys, unaware of the sa·
dism, greed, and corruption that
goes into killing those poor birds.
That is why we are protestingsimply to inform the working
class that they are being . hoodwinked by the govet'llment."

"Well, what should these people do 1" I asked.
"First of all, they should burn
all their green stamps. That will
show the capitalistic store-owners that everyone is waking up to
the truth. Then they should refuse to go to their stores. If no
one buys turkeys then perhaps
these innocent birds will be saved," he said.
''I see.."
"Right now we are tcying to
protest on a local basis, but if it
works we are going to have a
mass rally in Washington and let
the national leaders know about
our indignation.''
"Well, how is the protest going?" I asked.

.go,tiat0 rs-jl).-midstream'' platform.
'.!;his mu11t be intolerable to Hanoi, which . 'trusts Johnson as
much 'as he' trusts "nervous Nel·1ies,"·
· ;Glahhing at tbe rest of the
·win'lil • :one student killed, 745 injui•ed/ in an anti-war demonstratiqiJ. in Japan; U.S. Navy ship
quarantined in Turkish port for
fear of anti-U.S. rioting; 70 Italian Communists defect to proChinese party because their proSoviet party isn't stiff enough
with the u.s. on VietNam; a second Buddhist nun burns herself
to death in Sa Dee, Viet Nam.
This kind of stuff doesn't raise an
eyebrow anymore.
Well, OK, so the foreigners
don't like the U.S. What about
them red-blooded Ame1•icans, who
fought two wars in defense of
peace?
A New York Times survey this
week says ''public support for the
administration's conduct of the
war in Viet Nam has declined
measurably in recent weeks, with
increased sentiment for less military action and more negotiation.''
Gallup polls continually show
Mr. Johnson slipping because of
his conduct of the war.
On a !!iven day you can get
one half:million people around
the country to demonstrate
against the war (like this April
15). The number of draft dodgers
in the States, as well as the number of deserters in Europe and
VietNam, is rising sharply. Walter Lippmann and the New York
Times are against the war.
Mr. Johnson says the nation
bac}l:s his war effort.

Ext·ension Society
To Hold Interviews

A team of experienced Extension Society .volunteers will be at
the Newman Center, 1815· Las
l.ofllRf'. lUI.,. ~und11y 1 Nov. 19. all
day to speak with anyone who is
interested in extension work.
A filmstrip showing the Extension Society's work in action will
be presented in the Center auditorium at 8 p.m. the same day.
Volunteers are paid $50 a month
and are provided suitable living
quarters, an allowance for food,
plus health and life insurance as
well as travel e:s.penses. Anyone
between the ages of 21 and 25
with no dependents at the time of
application is eligible.

'Referendum Asks
Return of Troops

BERKELEY, Calif. (CPS) Fifty-five per cent of the stu•
dents at the Berkeley campus of
the
University of California favor
* * *
"Really well. We haV'e dissuad- immediate withdrawal of U.S.
ed five prospective turkey-buyers troops from Viet Nam, according
and we also have had two turkey to a referendum conducted here
farmers jump sides. They told us last week.
that they would start raising
Only six per cent of the stuchickens instead. The only disap- dents voting in the campus-wide
pointment we'V'e had so far is referendum favor the present polthat the store manager won't let · icies of the Johnson administraus talk to a man from Dow Chem- tion. The students were able to
ical Corp. that we have trapped vote for any one of five alter· inside his store. We wanted to natives listed on the ballot.
ask him about his position on
Only 451'7 of the 28,83.1 stublack power and our relations dents on the Berkeley campus
with Latin America!'
voted. Nineteen per eent favored
"What on earth would he know cessation of U.S. bombing in an
about black power and Latin attempt to promote negotiations
America?" I asked.
with North VietNam and/or the
"Dow makes napalm, doesn't National Liberation Front. 'l'welve
it?" he said, giving me the where- per cent V'Oted for a gradual U.S.
tbe-hell-have-you-b e e n-all-your- military withdrawal to defensive
life look.
enclaves, and ~eV'en per cent endorsed
the "use of all military
* * * .
"Yes, but •••11
means to bring a U.S. military
"And napalm equals genocide victory."
lind genocide equals turkeycide.
In a recent war referendum at
It's a very simple analogy."
the University of Texas at. Aus·
By this time I was thoroughly tin, students opposed a ceMefire
confused. I turned to go before I in the Viet Nam conflict by a vote
lost faith in the protest move- of 2916 to 1724. Of the students
men altogether. "By the way/' I voting in the Texas referendum,
asked, "what do you plan to eat 38'7 said they were uncertain
for ThanksgiV"ing?"
about whether or not there should
"A nice, big, juicy, blood-red, be a ceasefire, and 913 did not
rare steak," he replied.
vote on the Vi~t Nam question,
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Dear Editor:
Mr. Bill Coleman has now succeeded in refut;ing both himsel:f
and me, according to the New
York letter in today's Lobo. According to my original letter,
which is the one sent to New
York, I said, "He told me he
knew the woman had shrapnel
wounds and the boy had gasoline
burns, but he didn't see anything
wrong with using them on a poster protesting the U!le of napalm." That statement still goes.
In fact, he added that "We have
lots of pictures of burns that we
know were caused by napalm.''
If, ,J!fr. Editor, 1 was wrong in
my opmion that the boy was burned by gasoline, and not by napalm, it was formed in the light
o:f Mr. Coleman's concept of factuality. I fr11nkly do not know
what he is trying to prove, first
stating that it was a gl'lsoline
burn, and then proving it was a
napalm burn. If he knew it was a
napalm burn to begin with, all
he had to do was say so, and this
whole ridiculous episode would
have left him where he still is at
the moment, .having to explain:
(1) Why he denies pledging al-.
legiance to his country's flag; (I
have told him I will personally
buy him a one-way, no-~eturn
ticket to any other country on
earth which has more liberty and
justice, and to whpse flag he feels
be can pledge allegiance;
(2) Why he continues to try to
equate the war in Viet Nam with
civil rights;
(3) Why he made the peculiar
statement that 11civl1 rights is
dead;" and
(4) Why he should not apologize for telling that lie about our

Editor-in-Chief -------'-~~~~~~--------------------- Chuck Noland
Managing Editor ~------"-~--~------------------ Melissa Boward
Business Manager -·-r··--:, 7 ---- .... --··--·------..----.. --. Richard Pfaff
Morning Editor ---~-----~-..:------------------- Evelyn Alexander
Sports Editor ~-----------~-~------------; _____ Nooley Reinheardt
City Editor ------------------·--------- :________._ ____ ~ob Burton
Cartoonist ----------------~--------··-----------;. ___ Frank Jacome
Photographe~ -----------------------------'---------- Bob Pawley
Staff --------------------- Wayne Ciddio, Tom Garcia., Craig Guest,
Daryle Hyman, Sarah Laidlaw, Yvonne Lopez, Greg
MacAleese, Paul Slack, Chuck Reynolds, Bob Storey

The Greek View.
From Here-Academics and the Greeks
It was only the other day that
I heard someone say how pernicious :fraternities and sororities
are to academic achievement in
higher education. Unlike love and
marriage, many think they don't
go together.
Yet every Greek organization
I have ever heard of has always
emphasized the scholastic p art
of a college life. Most o:f the fraternities and sororities on this
campus have mandatory study
halls for their pledges. They
stress the point of making higher grades.

...... *

The Greek who can excel in
academics is held in high esteem
by his fellow members, and the
frp.ternity and sorority which attains the highest cumulative
grade-point is applauded by the
other organizations as evidenced
hy the awarding of scholarship
trophies during Greek Week.
An outgrowth of this emphasis
on academic achievement can be
seen by the number of G~eeks
in the scholastic honoraries at
UNM. Together the Greeks comprise over half of the total membership in the six honoraries, yet
they comprise a much smaller
proportion of the total student
population, about eight per cent.

* * *

Members of fraternities and
sororities tcy to be a step above
the average student and the administration expects them to be,
as can be seen by the scholastic
standards each Greek organization must meet every semester.
Fraternities are required to be
above the all-men's average or
they will be placed on academic
probation the next semester. This
same standard is imposed on the
sororities by the administration.
Two semesters in succession of
maintaining grade averages be·
low the standards means social
probation. The administration is
strict in enforcing these regula·
tions and the Greeks are responsible in meeting them.

* • *

Most often those criticizing college social organizations for the
poor academic atmosphere they
f o s t e r are either against the
Greeks for other reasons or they
are not acquainted with the facts.
Of course, there are those who
abuse the social privilege basic
to fraternities and sororities but
they compose a small minority of
the total Greek membership,

There are those 110t in fraternities or sororities who· do the
same thing, and it is my opinion
thp.t the hell-raising for which
Greeks are criticized happens
more frequently outside the Greek
realm.

* * *

National figures are often released by monthly Greek publications showing beyond a doubt that
fraternity and sorority members
dominate academic achievement.
These figures are probably distorted.
And it is not my contention that
G r e e k s dominate academic
achievements but I do feel justified in saying that college social
organizations do not foster a detrimental attitude toward scholastics but rather do just the op.
posite.

conve~sation.

Contemporary Poet
Will Appear Nov. 17 ·
John Logan, a contemporary
wm rend nt B p.m. Fridsy,
Nov. 17, in the Kiva.
The appearance, the fourth in
the "Fall Festival of the Spoken
Word", is being sponsored by the
UNM English department and the
Associated Students. Admission
is free,
Logan, currently a resident of
Buffalo, N.Y., frequents the
coast-to-coast lecture and poetcy
circuits. His short stories, criticisms and poems have appeared
in many literary magazines. His
three published collections include "Cycle for Mother Cabrini,"
''Ghosts of the Heart" and
"Spring of the Thief.''

8iC Medium Point IGt

poet,

U.'s Heady to Speak
UNM Academic Vice-President
Ferrel Heady will speak on "Academic Directions for the University of New Mexico" at a meeting of the UNM chapter of the
AAUP Friday, Nov. 17, in rooms
250 C-D of the Union at 3:45 p.m.

Free-Speech Forum
The Free-Speech Forum will be
held Monday and Wednesday
from 11130 to 1:30 on the Union
MalJ. The change in days bas been
made to get better student participation. The forum is open to all
students1 teachers, and administrators.

vt:lf9
Despite

fiendish torture

dynamic BIG Duo
wrHes first time,
every time!
Btc's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ba!l-p(lint
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, ntc still
writes first time, every ·
time. And no wonder.
lite's "Dyamitc" BaJI
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
BlC Duo at your
campus store now.
WATEftMAII·IIC P£N CDRP.
MilfORD, CDIIII.

Colfing U
FRIDAY-Americrtn Society ot Meeltan•
icnl Engineers; UniOn Theater: 8 n.m.
State Health Depnrtment; Union 2631
9 a.m.
.
State Health Department; Union N llallroom i 9 :30 a.m.
ASM:t!l LUncheon; Union S lla)lroorn;
noon.
State lfealth Department Luncbcon:
Union N B111lroom; noon.
State Health Department: Union Council Roonl, Z31 A-E, 21i0 A•E, 1:15 p,m,
AAUI' Pnn~l Dl~cU!!Sion: Union 250 cD ;_ 3 :30 p.m.
AWS Judicial Dontd; Union 231·D: ~:30

p.m.

,

Amorlean Chemlcnl Society; Union 139
E&'W: n:ao p.m.
1'1 S!l!mll; Unl<>h :Oesort ttoom : 6 :30

p.m.

Foreign llllrn:
"The 'l'hr<!C•Penny
OP-erA:'' Urtlon Thea.tfjr_: tt. 10 p,m.
Bnhn'l; Union 28l·D ; 8 ~.m.
"Tite Impossible Yean: • COneert JtaU •
S~p~
•
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SATURDAY-American
Soolety
of
Mechnn!Ml Enginecra; Union Thcal<lr; 8
a.m.
U.S. Civil Scrvlec Exams; Union N.
Ballroom; 8 n.m.
Amerlcnn :Math SocietY; Union 231 C..
E; ll :30 n.rn.
Oponlng o£ Blll!ie Science Building; 916
Stnnford NE; 10 :80 a.m.
UNM L'ootball: New Mexico State Uni·
vemity; Unlveraity Sllldlum ; 1 :30 p.m.
Saturdny Film Fare: "Amorous Ad·
ventures ot Moll lllandcra ;" Union Theil·
ter: 7, 10 p.m.
"Impoo&lbl<> Ymt&"; Concert Hall: ll:16
p.m.
Pap Council Dnnca; Union llllllroom;

TO THE

EDITOR

I have no doubt that Mr. Coleman i~ enrolled in far too many
~OW:iil of academic pursuit to -continue· much more o:f his smokescre(ln. I certainly hope so.
·In: the meantime, if I offended
anyone's feelings by arriving at
a ~oncl11sion, erroneously aided
and abetted by Mr. Coleman, I
am sorry.
Jack C. Redman, M.D.
Dear Editor:
I would like to say a few words
in defense of my father, Dr. Jack
Redman, I read that Dr. Redman
said, in Bill Coleman's words,
"· •• when a confrontation comes
11bout, blacks will indiscriminately
kill all whites.'' Mr. Colemp.n you
are a "bare-faced, unmitigated
liar.'' In your own word!!, "maybe it's true that if we are pushed
enough, we'll show our prejudice,
or our honesty.'' Consider this a
push, Mr. Coleman.
James Lee Redman
Dear Editor:
There are two points which
have bothered me recently: one
has to do with Bill Coleman of
SDS, and the other has to do with
the wives of the extreme h!ft.
To begin, what the hell is Bill
Coleman talking about'! After listening to him one is in an absolute state of confusion. In a re-

cent letter to The Lobo, Colemp.n
stated that an article by Dave
Foreman 1;0ncerning BJlya'rd Rustin was a 'display of McCarthyism, becl:!Use the article ,Poillted
out the fact that Rustin had. 'blllonged to several Co!Jljp~nist
froJlt groups and that he had .a
long history of Communist leanings. In other words, Coleman attacked Foreman for name-calling.
Then, horror o:f horrors, I read
in Monday's Albuquerque Journal
that Coleman has gone and called
old Georgey Wallace an out-andout fascist. There seems to be
quite a contradiction in the thinking of Bill Coleman. (By the way,
Blll, just what is your definition
of a :fascis~anyone who doesn't
agree with you?)
My next comment deals with
the wives of the extreme leftists.
My question to them is this: are
you ashamed of your husbands?
Why is it that Gall Baker Schmidt
leaves off the Schmidt? Doesn't
she want the world to know that
her husband is Dr. Paul Schmidt?
Why does Martha Rotenburg
Kennedy leave off the Kennedy?
Doesn't she want the world to
know that her husband is Jim
Kennedy, former member of the
Communist Party! Come, girls, if
you married the guy. you at ]east
ought to be proud to bear his
name.
Michael A. Kunilds
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Stanford U. to Give Journalism Grants
The Stanford University Department of Communication is
now receiV'ing applications for
graduate scholarships for the '68'69 academic year. The awards
carry stipends from $1920 to
$.4920,

Approximately 2~ scholarships
are available fo~ students preparing for journalism careers.
'fbese grp.nts are reserved for

.I

j'

s t u d·en t s who demonstrate a
strong interest in newspaper and
broadcast journalism, and are for
master's candidates only.
Requests for particulars should
be addressed to the Executive
Head, Department of Communication, Redwaoa Hall, Stanford University, $ t f n for d, California
94305. Thil' \lbi!dline for applications is Jan. ~~·
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McDonald'S
THE CLOSEST THING TO HOME

<:~
OUR FILET OF FISW SANDWICH IS A DELICIOUS
EXPERIENCE - TRY SEVERAL

' .

I
li!!

!

3
LOCATIONS

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 4th St., N.W!
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1scover

I

As the world shri~k·s· ;~d
ditferences vanish, th~ ~wisest
young women come to the
same school of thought about
fashion.
No matter' where they're
from, they discover that they
haven't started to be ..finished"
till they know about John
Meyer.
At colleges all over America,
the girl talk is about John
Meyer's hundreds of niceties
to wear now and after collegein this country or the world
at large.
It's about the blending and
matching of John Meyer coats;
dresses, skirts, slacks, sweaters
and accessories, the like of
which is without equal
It's about the exciting new
John Meyer niceties that are
now being shown this Fa11 at
discerning stores everywhere.
Have you discovered John
Meyer?

'I

JoHN MEYER.

I'

~

NoP..vllcU

1
'

I
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8:30p.m.

SUNDAY-Sigmn 1'au Smollor: Union
CoUtiCII Room : lp.m,
Alpha Phi Omega: Union 231-D l G p.m.
Sundt\)' Fllm Fare: "The Amoro\lll Ad•
'YentUrcll of Moll Flandcrtl": union Thea·
ter : ~J 8 p.m.
llluel: Union 28l•A : 1:10 p.m.

·I
I

T
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RELAXING IN THE Lobo office after another
heavy workout yesterday were members of The
Lobo's best staff football team in the history of
UNM. The staffers are undefeated in four outings
against a team composed of players from the Al·
buquerque newspapers, and are eagerly awaiting
their traditianal conteSt against Student Senate,
slated for Friday, Dec. 1, at 3:30 p.m. The team

11\l\II\R~II\Ul\lni~I\II\Rllllllllll\lll\11\ll\lll\\\\\111\l\UI\ll!ll\ll\\lllfl\lll!l\l\nii\11111111\11\IU

About. J-4MSU
Location: Las Crucest,N;M.
Enrollment: 6,900
Athletic Directot~l :VVarren Woodson
S t a d i u m: Aggle Memorial
(20,000)
Conference: Independent
Colors: Crimson and White
Coach's Record: 232-108-19
Offense: 4-3 or 5-2
Lettermen Returning: 29
Lettermen Lost: 9
-lllltlllll1I1HI~-Inllll1111111MIIIilllll1\llllll

Beaux Arts
Beauty Salon

Romantic Portrait Coiffure
• UNM Student Discount
on Everything
• Award Winning
• Open Mondays!

Sitzmarkers Plan
Third Trail Sweep
The Sandia Peak Ski Area will
be the scene of the Sitzrnarkers
Ski Club's third annual Trail
Sweep and party Saturday, Nov.
18, at 1:30 p.m.
Members will meet at the base
of the ski area Saturday afternoon at 1:30, ride the chairlift to
the top, and then walk down the
ski trails to the bottom. Dinner
and dancing at the Cedars will
:follow.
Prices, which will inelude the
trail sweep party, dinner, and
dancing, will be $2 for members
and $3 for non-members.

Appointment!l

Frosted Hair
, Is IN This Winter
Stylists
Mr. Robert and
Stud~nt

. Linda

3714 C:entral

Stylist

Moeller

s.e.

Brigham Young lost its great just 139 yards passmg agamst
runner, John Ogden, last year by Wyoming, but ~ontinues t~ hold
graduation. Then its current ace, the league passmg lead WJth an
Perry Rodrigue, hut·t his knee and average of 246.6 yards per game.
it out :f1>r the rest of the season.
Team Standings
So by all standards, the Couga1·s
CONFERE;NCE GAMES
should be running the ball only
W
L
T
Pts. Qpp.
to loosen the defense for their
46
5
0
0
147
Wyo.·
vaunted air game.
66
3
1
0
88
BYU
70
2
1
0
118
Not so. The team which feels ASU
150
3
0
120
2
Utah
89
1
3
0
108
they wouldn't have put laees on Ariz.
282
0
5
0
88
the ball if it weren't meant to be UNM
thrown has been the most successALL GAMES
:Pts. Opp.
W
L
T
ful rushing team in the Western
so
255
9
0
0
Athletic Conference during its Wyo.
181
272
6
2
0
ASU
last three games.
176
189
5
3
0
BYU
185
153
3
5
0
Utah
BYU has rushed for 700 yards Ariz.
174
141
2
5
1
879
145
in its last three frays, including UNM
0
1
8
3'77 against Utah and 286 last
Saturday against Arizona. Arizone State, meanwhile, has been Six~ i e Course
able to gain "just" 656 yards
overland in its last three games.
Arizona State still has by far
the best overall rushing average
in the conference-231.9 yards
per game-but Brigham Young
LARAMIE-Wyoming will hold
has raised its rushing average
the
NCAA cross-country cham:from 105 to 168.8 yards per conpionships
at the Laramie Country
test over the last five games.
Club on Monday, Nov. 27. StartThe two teams meet Saturday ing time is 11 a.m. and the course
at Tempe to decide which has the will cover six miles.
better running game and which
Brigham Young placed five men
will finish as runnerup to league
in
the top ten to capture the.
champion Wyoming this year.
Western
Athletic Conference
The two and Utah finished in a
championships
nt the Laramie
three-way tie for second last
Country Club last weekend. Bob
year.
Richards of BYU took individual
It's the only league clash this honors by traveling the four-mile
weekend. The other four WAC distance in 20:25.9, followed by
teams step •. outside t_he confer- Scott Bringhurst of Utah (20:34)
ence in an atte,npt to improve the and Wayne Jensen of Wyoming
leagUe's 13-10-1 non-conference (20:42). The Cougars won hands
record.
down, 25 points ahead of New
Wyoming seeks an unbeaten Mexico (76), Wyoming (79), Utah
season at the University of Tex- (90), Arizona (113) and Arizona
as at El Paso, Arizona hosts Air State (130).
Force Academy in its homecomAbout 275 runners from around
ing game, while Utah and New 45 schools are entered in the naMexico meet arch rivals Utah tionnl meet to date. Gerry Lind·
State and New Mexico State. at gren of Washington State was
home.
last year's individual winner and
Wyoming threw New Mexico Villano"a grabbed team honors
for minus 29 yards rushing and with 79 points.
lowered its conference-leading
defensive averages to 45.0 yards ~~~~J:.;~:-tt~Jt!x'1~~~~~
rushing, 138.5 passing, 183.5 to- ~
Smoked Turkey
l&
tally and also dropped its scoring
~
Smithfield Ham
~
lead to 8.9 points per game.
Fremotlt's
ill
Arizona State was idle and '!
maintained its leads in total of- ~ -A Sju1cialty Food Shoji~
fense, rushing offense, and scor- VJ. Coronado Center
2!18·5183 ~
ing offense. New Mexico gained t;:;(~~~~~~~~~~:t:"1

M1

NCAA Runners

Compete Monday

.

256-2793

UNIVERSITY SHELL
2720 Central S.E.
842-9148

OPEN 24 HOURS

• Hush Puppies
Hamburger

THE LOBO COACHING STAFF will be lead·
ing the 40-point underdog Lobos against New
Me:H:ico State Saturday afternoon. Disregarding
UN1\1's disappointing 1·8 record, the lO-man staff
deserves recognition, From left in the front row
are: Jay McNitt, defensive backfield; Bo Bolinger,

With I'.F.

55¢
All Sandwich••
w1th
Fr•nch Frlit

109 YALE BLVD., S.E.

247·8579

offensive line; head coach Bill Week!>; Don·Chelf,
defensive line; Jim Cromartie, offensive backs.
S.tanding are (from left) : Bobby Chavez, gradu·
ate assistant; John Massengale, graduate assistant; Bob McAlister, freshman coach; Eldon
Hawley, reeeivers; Gary Sloan, linebackers.

'

Aggies are Heavy Favorites
Over- Defense - Poor Lobos
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
If a going-away gift is appropriate New Mexico head football
coach Bill Weeks would be more
appreciative of a win over New
Mexico State Saturday than anything else,
If the Lobos lose to highlyfavored State it will mark the
worst season ever at UNM-1-9.
The Aggies are 40 to 50 point
favorites over the defenseless
Wolfpack.
Many reports also indieate that
Saturday, or soon thereafter, a
statement will come from Weeks
or the athletic department saying New Mexico will have a new
head coach next season.
After three Western Athletic
Conference ehampionship football teams the head coach has had
seasons of 3-7, 2-81 and is 1•8 so
far this season.
The reports of Weeks' leaving
are neither confirmed nor denied.
But the situation, no doubt, has
been discussed often in the inner
circles of the athletie department.
A win over New Mexico State
Saturday would probably not
ha"e any effeet on the decision,
but fans in Loboland would like
nothing better than to beat the
Aggies.

For Men

Accross From Campus Central &
265-1669

COMPLETE SHRIMP .DINNERS 95¢ & up

The ~unch from Cruces is go• pass receivers. The northern
ing after its seventh win of the school also has Joe Casas, the
year against two defeats and one top kickoff return man to be
tie. Last week NMS trounced found.
State, however, boasts of one
Northern Arizona 90-0 in Cruces.
The Lobos have only 11 seniors of the heaviest defensive teams
on the team that has ateadily anywhere. Last week the Lobos
diminished in number this · year had to contend with the speed of
through quitting and injuries. :Wyoming and now have the brawn
Many of them have been the top of State to worry about Saturplayers at UNM for Weeks, and day.
they want the win perhaps more
New Mexico has been vulnerthen they have all season.
able to any kind of attack this
A UNM vietory cannot be ruled year, and· State bas given up the
out against the cocky Aggies most yardage through passing.
here Saturday. State gets un- And that is one bit of encouragemeasurable pleasure out of beat· ment for the Lobos because pasing New Mexico at anything and sing is all that they have made
comes into the weekend game work for them at all this year.
more confident of a win than
•
e"er before.
Weeks seemed happier this
week than nearlY anytime this
season with the Lobos' practiee
sessions. The entire team is
healthy :for the first time in over
six weeks.
.
•
And as much as it is posstble
with a 1·8 record, the Lobos are
up for the Saturday a:fternoon
meeting with State. Weeks h~s
been .saying all year that ~ts
squad was going to surpr1se
somebody and Saturday is the
last ehance for him to be right.
State is led by the No. 3 passer
in the land-Sal Olivas-and New
Mexico counters with the second·
ranked passer-Terry Stone. The
Aggies also toss in Doug Dalton,
the thircl-leading rusher in the
nation.
UNM adds Ace Hendrieks and
Emilio Vallez, the No.
4 and 5
__._ ......--.- ........

CHICKEN SPECIALS2 PIECES OF CHICKEN 85¢
3 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1.10
4 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1;35 & up

HAMBURGERS
and alt Popular
Sandwiches

BREAKFAST AlSO SERVED

•

This "patch''

Three Barbers - No Waiting
(Where The Entertainers
Have Their Hair Done)
2520 Central S.l!.

Across From Johnton Gym

c.c.

Beer

For Gi:rla,
10¢ a Glass

1720 Ccnfr,J S.E.

.... Full

TO

500

identifies
the world's best
beer drinkers!

12 Month12.000 Mile

c.c.

MODELS

SOLO
f!UZUKI

welcomes

Friday
Dancing

TUESDAY lo tiiURSDAV
11 A.M. • 9:30.. P.M.
F'RIIIA\' & $A'tUIIDAV
11 A.M.· 12 P.M.
SUNDAY
•
NOON • 9:30 P.M.
CLOSED MONDAY

Gold Bond Stamps

General Tires

Roy's Hoirstyling

management

• Ribs
• Chicken
• Beef
• Pork
• Fresh Water Catfish

'jU::

•

Cougars Gain Ground
Despite l-lurt Runner

books the name of one of the
most famous Cowboys of all
time, Joe Mastrogiovanni. Mastro
gained 1,514 yards ( 625 aground
and .890 passing) in 1953. to 'take
the reeord away :from Eddie Talboom.
Both Toscano and Mastrogio·
vanni grew up and went to high
school in areas just 25 miles
from each other: Mastro in
Brooklyn and Paul in Congers,
N.Y., just aeross the Hudson from
the city.
Toscano, while he was at it,
established new passing records
in ull categories in this . his first
season at quarterback. The 6'·1",
177-pound senior and former
safetyman has completed 112 of
205 passes for 1,535 yards and 17
touchdowns.
Two bther Cowboys, kicker
Jerry DePoyster and defensive
halfback and kick-returner Vic
Washington, added their names to
sehool, conference, and NCAA
records. DePoyster now holds the
national record for most neld
goals in a career (3.4) and most
kick-scoring points (175), both
records were held by Princeton's
Charlie Gogolak.

• After Class

U

at

The New Okie Joe

To Serve You

UNM

I

50

Stylists

,.. I

· 'Student O,iscount

includes, from left in the back row, Tom Garcia,
Bob Storey, Paul Slack, Greg MacAleese, and
Craig Guest. In front are Nooley Reinheardt, Bob
Pawley, and Wayne Ciddio. Other team members
-not included in this shot because the photogra•
pher didn't have a wide.angle lens big enough to
show them all-are Chuck Noland, Chuck Rey·
nolds, Bill Sullivan, Jerry Roehl, and Rob Burton.

opponent Saturday at El Paso:
the Texas Miners, the highest
scoring college team in the nation with a 39.4 average.
Kickoff is 7:30 p.m. in the
30,000-seat Sun Bowl where a
capacity crowd is expeeted.
Making the Miners, 5-1-1 for
the year, particularly nasty is
the fact that UTEP has never
defeated the Cowboys in five
tries. The Pokes claimed a 31-7
conquest last year, also in El
Paso.
A win would assure Wyoming
its first 10-0 season since 1956,
Coaeh Phil Dickens' last year at
Wyoming...The only: other all·
winning year at Laramie was
1950 when Bowden Wyatt's powerful :forces rolled Up a 10-0 mark
which included a 20-7 win over
Washington and Lee in the Gator
Bowl.
For the record, however, Wyoming's undefeated years have
been: 1893, 1-0; 1894, 3-0; 1895,
1-0; 1896, 2-0; 189'7, 2-0 (the
Pokes winning the first nine
games ever played); 1901, 1-0,
and 1902, 1-0. In 1899 the record was 1·0-1.
Paul T1>scano last Saturday became the most prolific yardage
gainer in Wyoming football history as he netted 175 yards total
offense in the 42-6 conquest of
New Mexico.
Toscano's nine-game total now
is 1,636 (101 rushing and 1,535
passing), erasing from the reeord

,,
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Wyoming Atop Unbeaten List
LARAMIE - One of the most
difficult things in modern :football is to get through a season
undefeated.
Only Wyoming's Western Athletic Conference champions and
Indiana's Big 10 hopefuls remain
in the select undefeated, untied
first.
''
The Cowboys, lo(!ldng for this
first unbeaten season since 1956
and only the thiJ;d in'!lllodern history, :face their mos~ formidable

~bout

Ask

EDITOR
NOOLEY REINHEARDT

'TODAY

You

No
Cover
Charge
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I'ORMtRLV cUsHMAN Mor<>h•

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR., N.E.

PHONE 265-6531
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Lecturer'~ .I-I iring Termed

Latin Dance Les~<m
Latin dance lessons, sponsored
by the Latin American DC1llk, will
be held in room 184 ot' Johnson
Gym Friday from '1 to 8 :30 p.m.
An informal dance will follow
the lessons from 9 to 1L p.m. in·
the Casa del Soil
the Union.
Music for the 'dance' w.ill be provided by Amigo,s: . Anojl~mous.
Both activities ~e .fre,:J,

in

Nov 18-

Mistake by NC ·Governer

GREENSBORO, N.C. (CPS)-. Chapel Hill campus. !uller ~ad
The University of North cl\r~~, ', also led a demonstratiOn agai?Ist
·
·
·
. '; l !.!National Guard troops takmg
hna has h1red a controve..-si,a ~ .· anti-riot: training.
Governor Moore, who isJ also
civil rights leader as a lec~.ur!lr'
in social work despite GoV'.~¥"f1Pr .chairman, of the UNC trustees,
Dan K. Moore's calling the; ;ap. 'sat imp~ssively during the meetpointment "a very serious' .mis· i~g,,las~.week :as UNC President
. l iWil1i~ ~ ~Friday4efende~ 'the F~ltake.''
. 1
1
Approval to hire Durham, N.C~o! ~ <le~ "al!P?ID~men~.··Dr. Fr1day said
civil rights leader Howard Fuller: ' if;~e ClVI~ rights leader had be~n
had been given by the UNC board:: h1red ·:£or the $1,500 lectureship
of trustees executive committee ~ only . after ~he faculty of the
September 8 but was questioned s~ool pf_ social :Y:"ork had ascerat a full meeting of the board . ·tam~d his. exp?r1ence and acahere last week. ·
.demi.c q~ahficat10~s ~ lecture on
commumty organizatiOn.
Fuller's appointment had touchPresident Friday said Fuller
ed off a controversy in the state was only one of 1,700 part-time
and Governor Moore had sided lecturers the school would hire
with those who did not want the during the year.
leader of many Durham protest
"Such disputes have occurred
demonstrations during the sum- before and will occur again," Dr,
mer to lecture on the school's Friday said, "so long. as the University of North Carolina remains
a place where ide~s are exchanged, current practices examined, and new solutions proposed for the problems of society.''
After the board voted to uphold the appbfntment, Governor
Moore moved the meeting on to
Saturday Midnight
the next item on the agenda without comment.

71 ,,3~

F i I me d in one night by
Jonas Mekas, this is a
strong movie of one of the
strongest plays ever performed. "The movie does
exactly what it sets out to
do - seizes an audience by
the shirtfront and slams it
around from wall to wall
for one gruelling day in a
Marine Corp~ lockup."
-Time Magazine
Winner Best Documentary at
Venice Film Festival, 1%4

Xerox Duplicating
Available in Union
A Xerox duplicating service is
now available for students in the
Activities Center of the Union.
Student Activities Advisor Ken
Gattas said students may take
materials to be copied to the Activities Center secretary.
Copies (from one original) are
10 cents each for the first three,
5 cents each for the next seven,
and 3 cents each for any more.
Gattas said the service is available to students from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.

JONAS MEKAS

~~~~~~

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
"' line ad.. 651--4 timer,
Imeriions
must Joe submitted by noon on day betore
publication to Room 1611, Student PnbUcaliona B~. or telephone 2'1'1-tOOZ or
277-4102.

n.oo.

, . is iaheretd in tile humall mind,
wllatever ir .211Ce llaJ doak it •••,,.

2nd

BIG
WEEK

LORDOFTHEIUIS
HELD
OVER

FOR SALE
1961 VOLVO-new tires, I!YIICrotncsb to
first. Dod's not too bot but great per.
~anality and l'llllS welL $560. CaD 299916L Great for elding.
ONE SET of Cue ltule Lawboolc!. l'nbo
Jisbed 1915-lDCO. Tbare arc elgbt sup.
plimcntals, two indices and 27 Jaw
voJmn... SCS.OO or best oft'er. Kay be
IICen at 2700 Solano NE. 11/15-20,
STUDENTS :looking for a car from t!OO.
to $2000. any make. For the Jo-t
prices In town call :t.nny Corter, 298193« after 3 :30 p.m.
3 BLOCKS UNM:. 3 bedroom!, 2 baths,
beamed ceilllll!l, firen!ace, paneled atudy,
garage. $18,760. Phone 256-2506. 11/
17-27.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & S..rvkco, aD
mak... 20 Percellt discount with this ad
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on :Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE, Phone

2 P.M.

SHOW TIMES 6:30 AND 9:50

------------PLUS------------

ONLY

No. 36

DON'T
MISS

.

The Esther Thompson Lounge
in the northeast corner of the
Union is now open Monday
through Thursday for spontaneous, unscheduled, and unadvertised discussions and meetings.
The lounge will be open on
weekends on a limited basis for
scheduled meetings, the Union
Board decided last week.
In other action, at Thursday's
meeting, the board established a
committee to work with Students
for a Democratic Society to draft
a proposal setting up a book-ex-

OF SUGAR AND
SPICE AND

EVERYTHING NICE •••
EXCEPT WHAT
THEY DID.·
SHOWS:

2:05 - 3:25 - 4:45
6:05-7:30-8:50
10:05
STUDENT

RATE$

Hallowed tradition ,
of "pinning" a girl is·
up-dated by
Sprite bottle caps.
According to an independent survey (we took it
ourselves), a startling new practice is beco~ing
widespread on some college campuses.
Suddenly, fraternity men are no longer "pinning"
the lovely young things that catch their eye.
Instead, they reach for a bottle of tart,
tingling Sprite--and proceed to "cap"
the object
their affections.
Why has this
come about?
Perhaps because
of what happens
when ycu go
ttle of Sprite.
I t fizzes ! Roars! Buzzes l
l Bubbles !
All of which makes for a much more moving moment
than to si~ply "pin" a girl.
Then, too, the intimacy of two people engaged
in the act of opening a bottle of Sprite in itself
leads to strong emotional involvement.
Capped off, of course, by the sharing of a
few moments of delicious abandon. (Tasting the
tingling tartness of Sprite, that is.)
The beauty of the idea is that i f the course
of true love does not run smooth, you don't have
to go to the trouble of getting back your pin.
You just buy another bottle of Sprite.

~~

*

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCHA•
DELIC POSTERS & BUTI'ONS. If we
don't have them, tlten you don't want
them, Send for samples and list. HA·
DAII BUTTERFLY'S Girt Sbop, .4609
E. Colfax, DenVel', Colorado. 80220.

'sat. 7:00 >& 10:00 PM

bt•/1-

11,

. Sun. 5:00 &'11:00 PM
50~ UIIICif.l, Thea~•.

MtJli.'RAII/JIIIS
,f

NEW MEXICO LOBO
1:10

Opened FOr Tolk§

THEY WERE MADE

Subscription Rates -- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

'

·ThompsoA~ 1 loUnge

THIS
ONE
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SHOWN· AT
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Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

ADULTS

2(3-0688.

fRcl 1lE SIIOCKIIIG BEST·SEUIHG llflVEL BY YIIWAII GOlDING

EXICO

,·~
OPEN

TOMORROW

*THE BRIG

r

"3'7 <o, 7'l
u,3Q\v

TOM EWELL, SEATED, is SUI'rO~Indred
of his daughter's boyfriends in a seene from the
"Impossible Years," a modern-day who-done-it, The
play, well-received by near-8ell-out audiences during its two-day run at' the Concert Hall, was a
Broadway hit oomedy. Ewell plays a befuddled
father, who attempts to write a book in his own

home but
daughters. His oldest daughter later is "de·
flowered" by only God knows who1 and he sets out
to find the culprit. That's wliere the fun begins.
Also starring with Ewell, were Lynn Bilek and
Michaele Myers.

'Years' Effective Comedy
By GREG MACALEESE
"The Impossible 'Yeilrs,"' ilta:rrirg Tom Ewell, Saturday completed a successfnl two-day 4'"·
gagement before sell-out crowds
in the Concert Hall.
The play depicts those frustrating years that :Parents go through
when their daughter emerges
from the cocoon of tom-boyishness to the full bloom of a teenage sex-pot.
It capitalized on the perceptiveness of authors Bob Fisher and
Arthur Myers and on a cast of
fine actors to present a very ef~
fective comedy. But it 'Was Ewell,

8:30 p.m. Tuesday

Performance· Set
By Pianist Sericin
Rudolf Serkin, world-famous
pianist, will give a solo recital in
the Concert Hall on Tuesday Nov.
21, at 8:30 p.m.
Serkin, who made his debut
with Arturo T-oscanini and the.
New York Philharmonic in 1936,
has achieved a unique position
in the world of music.
He was awarded the Kennedy
Medal for Freedom by President
Johnson in recognition of the extraordinary contribution he has
made to the cultural life of his
adopted United States.
Tickets fot· the performance, a
benefit for the Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra, are on sale in
the Concert Hall box office. All
seats are reserved with prices
ranging from $3 and $4 in the
balcony to $5 and $6 on the main
float·. Lower balcony seats arc
$6.50.
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Esperanto Review
The Esperanto Review ap·
pears for the first time on
pages 3-7 of today's Lobo and
will continue as a biwckly supplement to our regular coverage. The Review is produced
by an independent group of
UNM students. Its editorial
concert does not necessarily re·
fleet that of The Lobo.
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timing his.lines perfectly and employing to the riiaximtim his fa•
mous sorrowful expression, · who
m1.1de tho play the oucccns it ..-.as.
Ewell plays a psychiatristauthor and the father of two
rather weird girls. His oldest
daughter, portrayed by Lynn Bilek, is a rather stereotyped version of the boy-crazy, slovenly
teenager. The youngest daughter,
played by Jan Rhodes, is an eavesdropping, impetuous young thing
who inadvertant1y makes every
situation wilder and tenser.
A fast-moving :plot and some
el<cellent lines overcome the few
stereotyped characters that drop
in and out of the play. It opens
with Ewell trying to write a
book telling _parents how to deal
with their teen-age children. He
attempts, quite futilely it turns
out, to work in his own home despite the constant distractions of
his wife and daughters.
Linda, his oldest daughter, becomes a great source of trouble to
Ewell when he innocently discovers that her boyfriend has demanded that she "go all the way''
or run the risk of losing him.
Ewell demands that Linda break
up with her steady, and that is
where the fun begins. In a short
time Linda begins to attract the
weirdest possible group of friends,
who range all the way from a
hippie artist to a champion un-

derwate.r swimmer to an interesting 'littl~.insect "of an adolescent who is undergoing that trauJtlUt!u e>.cpel·ieuce of voice-change.
In a moment of weakness, Ewell
allows Linda to go to Fire Beach
with her friends. He rationalizes
to himself that with the kids gone,
he can finally finish his book.
But when Linda returns from
the beach, she just isn't the same.
Gone is her sweetness, her innocence • . . and her virginity.
l!:well also discovers that she has
been secretely married. Indignant
as only a father can be, he sets
out to find the culprit who has
"de-flowered" his little Linda.
The search is complicated by
the fact that any number of people could be the "one," and everyone is indeed suspicious-looking.
But in the end, the cad is discovered and it turns out to be
handsome young Richard Mer~
rick, a writing aide of Ewell's.
The play was well-received by
the audience who apparently appreciated the excellent acting of
Ewell, Miss Bilek, and Michaele
Myers in spite of the stereotyped
characters and rather hackneyed
plot.
The :Play wiii be presented in
90 other cities.
Following the performance Friday night, Ewell entertained the
audience with some ten miuntes
of jokes and anecdotes.

19Applicants File
For Lobby Posts
Applications from 19 students
interested in working for the new
UNM student lobby in Santa Fe
were received by the deadline last
Friday, Harold Lavender Jr.,
head lobbyist, reported Sunday.
Ten lobbyists will be chosen from
these candidates at the first of
next year prior to the opening of
the legislature.
All 19 will participate in orientation and planning sessions beginning with a meeting tomorrow
night' at 13 in the Activities Center of the Union.
"The meeting Tuesday will be
to map out our schedule from now
until the legislature opens in
January," Lavender said. "We're
asking all 19 applicants to participate until the final selection.
Some might lose interest and drop
out before January. If this happens we'll still have a good group
to choose from," he said.
Of the ten to be chosen, Lavender said, five will be the actual
lobbyists in Santa Fe, three will
be research assistants, one . will
handle public relations, and the
other will serve as a secretary for
the group.
"But we're not going to prohibit the ones who aren't picked
for the official ten from helping if
they want to," Lavender said. "If
they remain interested we'll try
to let them help wherever they
can.".
The 19 applicants for the group
are Leroy Brimhall, Barbara Ann
Brown, Terry Calvani, Ron Curry,
Chester Freed.enthal, Tom Hogg,
Garald Hollingsworth,
Chris
Isengard, Preston Johnson, Robin
Knight, Stuart Licht, Lee Martin,
James Martino, Andrea Poole,
Kathleen Rail, Danny Romero,
William Ross, Michael Smith, and
Charlotte Toulouse.

l-laight: Abandoned by l-lippies
By JACQUES LESLIE
fulfilling the prophecy by writing
Collegiate Press Service
endless stories about the hippies.
The hippies :Prescribed drugs,
Once there was a group of highly imaginative, Bohemian people and ·middle-class society became
who lived in the Haight-Ashbury obsessed with evaluating this predistl'ict of San· Francisco. Among scription's rem e d i a 1 powers.
them were musicians and artists, Either you were for it or against
many who used dt•ugs fairly reg- it. Among those who decided for
ularly. These people no longer live it were thousands of college stuin Haight-Ashbury.
dents across the country. Even
They have been driven out by the most entrenched gin-andhigh rents, tourist, .and the fact tonic sat in the fraternities began
that what was once a community to sponsor pot parties (not withhas now become mc1•ely a place to . out a twinge of guilt, of course).
live. It is diffifficult to say who But other condemned the use of
came to Haight-Ashbury first, the drugs, citing statistics and studies
hippies or the newspapermtm. In on the dangers of LSD and mariany event the press turned a juana. (Had any of them stopped
community group into a national to compare how many people are
movement, wal:ning that the num- killed by LSD with, for example,
ber of hippies would grow and how many are killed on the high-

ways?) The important thing,
though, was to have an opinion,
and Time, Newsweek, and Harry
Reasoner obliged,
The hippie movement grew tremendously, "Summer hi:Ppies" and
"weekend hippies" became more
common than the real thing, and,
of course, all came from the middle class. That so many people
found it so easy to shift roles
back and forth made it clear that
the real issue in the hippie movement was not . middle-class immorality, as the hippies claimed,
but middle-class boredom. Who
wanted to stay at home watching
TV when you could go outside and
receive stimulation from :Psychedelic lights? Mal'ijuana. was pop(Continued on page 8)

change program beginning with
spring semester registration.
The board decided to take no
action on the SDS book-exchange
proposal until the committee has
completed its work, Union Board
"acknowledges the value of the
SDS proposal enough to form a
committee," board member Steve
Van Dresser said yesterday.
The board discussed recent
plans to establish a faculty club
which would meet in the old Chi
Omega h.ouse to .provide professors an ·inexpensive, convenient
meeting place for meals, social
affairs, and discussions. The club
is expected to begin operation
about March 1.
"The Desert Room might have
to be closed or drastica11'Y
changed" by the competition of
such a club, Van Dresser said.
Union board also voted to limit
each campus organization to one
poster in booths in the Union cafeteria. Posters must be approved
by the Activities Center secretary.
UNM students, except undergraduate women living in dormitories and sorority houses, will
be allowed to rent the guest rooms
upstairs in the Union, the board
decided.
The Student-Faculty Association's request to use the faculty
lounge for weekly discussion sea. sions. was approved. by the board
on a trial basis. Discussions are
tentatively scheduled through the
end of the semcste1·.
Architecture professor Don T.
Schlegel, one of several faculty
and administration representatives on Union Board, said last
night that, "The student members
are taking a much more active
part in the meetings than in the
past. Students initiated most of
the resolutions. I feel the changes
were made for the betterment of
the university."

Argentine Writer
To Speok Tonight
Dr. Antonio Pages-Larra~~
A,rgentine scholar and writerj.
will speak in Spanish at 8:30 tonight in the UNM Union Theater.
He will be the second speaker in
the 1967-68 lecture series of the
UNM Latin American Language
and Area Studies Center. -It is
sponsored by the Latin American
Language and Area Studies, di~
rected by Dr. Marshall R. Nason,
who will introduce him.
The topic of the free public lecture will be "Magic Realism in
Dr. Pages-Larraya is director
Latin-American Literature.''
of the Institute of Argentine Lit~
erature at the University· of
Buenos Aires. He was minister of
communications during the Illia.
government of Argentina.
He is visiting professor ··vf
Spanish-American literature this
year at the University of California at Irvine. He held a similar
position in 1963 at UNM. In 1965
he was honorary professor at the
University of San Marcos in
Lima.
His writings include critical
works, monographs, theater pices,
and scholarly articles. His "Ensayo Sobre Lugoncs'' won the "La
Nacion" award :for .critical 'Wl'iting in 1965, and his dramatic
version of the Santos Vega legend
has had more than a hundred
performances and carried off
honors in the 1963 competion held
by the Municipality of Buenos
Aires.
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